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A
Kim Griffin Adcock
DIRECTOR OF FACULTY AND ACADEMIC AFFAIRS PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE CENTER FOR CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCES IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
201 FASER UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kadcock@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2760

David D Allen
DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
1018 NCNPR UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
allen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7265

Seph Anderson
Financial Aid Advisor II
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Eman Abdellatif Ashour  
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS & DRUG DELIVER  
FASER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
eashour@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7341  

Nicole Marie Ashpole  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES  
FASER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
nmashpol@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2407  

George Phillip Ayers  
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE  
201 FASER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
gpayers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 968-3066  
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Jordan Ballou  
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
203 FASER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jmballou@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2516  

Katie Elizabeth Barber  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE  
PHARMACY PRACTICE  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kebarber@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1050  

Marie Barnard  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES  
234 FASER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mbarnard@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1946  

John P Bentley  
CHAIR, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND MARKETING, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND INTERIM DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT  
232 FASER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
phjb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7114  

Sandra Irene Bentley  
DIRECTOR, STUDENT PHARMACY AND CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN PHARMACY PRACTICE  
V B HARRISON HEALTH CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
sbentley@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5279  

Donna H Bingham  
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE  
201 FASER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
David A Colby
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS FOR BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES
317 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dacolby@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1766

Ashley Crumby
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COORDINATOR
Faser 2198 Faser Hall
University, MS 38655
ajstubbl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7262

Courtney Strong Davis
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cdavis5@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-0000

Carman Dixon III
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
NCNPR-PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cdixoni@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

Sally Renea Earl
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
srearl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

Mahmoud A Elsohly
RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS
135 COY WALLER COMPLEX
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
melsohly@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5928

Joshua Fleming
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
PHARMACY PRACTICE
JACKSON, MS 39216
jwflemi1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 815-0604

Laurie Warrington Fleming
DIRECTOR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS AND EXPERIENTIAL AFFAIRS AND CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lwfleming@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master's, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.
Lee Ann Griffin
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lharper1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

Seena L Haines
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 N STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
slhaines@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2481

Stuart Tilman Haines
DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF PHARMACY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 N STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
sthaines@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2481

Thomas K Harrell
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
1023 THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kharrell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2042

Kayla Stover Hielscher
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 NORTH STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
kstover@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2615

Erin Renee Holmes
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
233 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
erholmes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5914

Muhammad Ilias
RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH
3034 NCNPR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
milias@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1051

Mary Anastasia Ballas Jenkins
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
maballas@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1498

Seong Bong Jo
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
107 FASER HALL
K

Anees Kanorwala
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
akanorwa@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1005

Wanda J Keahey
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wkeahey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 984-2055

Ikhlas A Khan
DIRECTOR, THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH; DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR; RESEARCH PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY PROGRAM DIRECTOR FOR FEDERAL DRUG ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM; AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR AND COORDINATOR FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS
3011 THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ikhan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7821

L

Hoang Van Le
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
419 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hle@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2555

M

Soumyajit Majumdar
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR RESEARCH & GRADUATE PROGRAMS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE PII CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR
111 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
majumso@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3793

Scott S Malinowski
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY, 2500 NORTH STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
ssmalino@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 815-1934

Katie S McClendon
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE, ASSISTANT DEAN FOR STUDENT SERVICES AND DIRECTOR OF STUDENT AFFAIRS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmclendon@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2638

James Murray Jr.
CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR
PHARMACY PRACTICE
Sathynarayana Narasimha Murthy
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
104 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
murthy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7341

N
Dale G Nagle
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
405A FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dnagle@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7143

N P Dhammika Nanayakkara
RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH
3037 THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dhammika@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1019

P
Jason Paris
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE ON PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
315 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
parisi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3096

Adam N Pate
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
anpate@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

Kristen Ater Pate
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kpate@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

Ha Phan
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 39216
hphan1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2620

Wesly Adam Pierce
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wapierce@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

James J Pitcock
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
Eric Lyle Pittman
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND CLINICAL DIRECTOR AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
epittman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5948

Randy Pittman Pittman
COORDINATOR OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 N. STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
jpittman@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2610

Vitor Pomin
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vpomin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3114

Stephen Porter
CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR
2500 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 39216
sporter1@olemiss.edu
1 (661) 984-2622

Sarahmona Marie Przybyla
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
TCCR/PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
przybyla@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268
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Sujith Ramachandran
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION, RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sramacha@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7262

Melissa Ann Reilly
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mareilly@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1155

Michael A Repka
DIRECTOR OF THE PII CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, CHAIR & PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
104B FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
marepka@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1155

Daniel M Riche
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
2500 NORTH STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
driche@umc.edu — UM Profile
Krista Dale Riche
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
NCNPR/PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmdale@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

John M Rimoldi
PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY & ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH & GRADUATE
343 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jrimoldi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5119

Courtney Leigh Roper
ASSISTANT PROFESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
305 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
clroper@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1273

Meagen Marie Rosenthal
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
223A FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmrosent@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2478

Brendan S Ross
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bsross1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7265

Leigh Ann Ross
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR CLINICAL AFFAIRS, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
2500 NORTH STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
laross@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2481

Samir Anis Ross
RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER, RM 3025
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sross@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1031

Sudeshna Roy
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND PHARMACOGNOSY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
roy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2980

Ziaeddin Shariat-Madar
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
309 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
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Manvi Sharma
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
235 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
msharma1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2173

Joshua S Sharp
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
TCRC WEST 113F
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jsharp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1758

Justin Joseph Sherman
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jsherman@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

Marc Slattery
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY, ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, DIRECTOR OF NIUST
411 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
slattery@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1053

David Cole Stevens
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
stevens@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5730

James Alfred Stewart
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
307 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jastewa7@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2309

Olivia Strain
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 North State St
Jackson, MS 39206
olrobins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2620

Chalet Tan
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMAUTICS & DRUG DELIVERY AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
chalettan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2097

Gary D Theilman
COORDINATOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
RM PH215, SCHOOL OF PHARMACY, 2500 N STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
Noa Valcarcel Ares
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY
FASTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mvalcarc@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7077

Jamie Leigh Wagner
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
2500 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 39216
jwagner@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2481

Anna Ward
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
000 Jackson Campus
Jackson, MS 39216
akward@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2620

Michael L Warren
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201 FAER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mwarren@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

Kristine L Willett
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY & ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
303A FAER HALL, SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kwillett@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6691

Britney Williams
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 39216
bwilli10@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2620

Yi Yang
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
232 FAER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
yiyang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1062
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MITCHELL A AVERY
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY
415 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mavery@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5879

B
Benjamin Franklin Banahan
DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF THE CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL MARKETING & MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
134 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
benb3@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5352

H Joseph Byrd
ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS FOR CLINICAL AFFAIRS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF CLINICAL EDUCATION SERVICES, AND CHAIR AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 N. STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
jbyrd@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2620

C
ALICE M CLARK
VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITA, FREDERICK A.P. BARNARD DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR EMERITA OF PHARMACOGNOSY, AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITA
233 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amclark@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7705

BRIAN L CRABTREE
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI MEDICAL CENTER
JACKSON, MS 39216
crabtree@msh.state.ms.us — UM Profile
1 (601) 351-8013

Walter G Chambliss
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACEUTICS AND DRUG DELIVERY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
113H TCRC WEST
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wchambli@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
John D Cleary
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE AND COORDINATOR OF RESEARCH EMERITUS
2500 N STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
jcleary@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2481

Dennis R Feller
CHAIR EMERITUS, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF RIPS
303A FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dfeller@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7330

Nikolaus H Fischer
CHAIR EMERITUS, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOGNOSY, AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
443 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nfischer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7026

Richard G Fischer
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CPP AND COORDINATOR OF AMBULATORY PHARMACY SERVICES
201 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rgfische@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7026

Daneel Ferreira
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOGNOSY & RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
MEDICINAL PLANT GARDEN, RM 104
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dferreir@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7101

Dewey D Garner
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
223 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dgarner@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7262

Carter G Haines
DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAM AND CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
chaines@pharmacy.umsmed.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2622

John P Juergens
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, COORDINATOR OF STUDENT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
201 FASER
M

John C Matthews
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
307 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pljcm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5153
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Jon F Parcher
RESEARCH PROFESSOR OF NAT’L CENTER FOR NATURAL PROD RESEARCH
322 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
chjfp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5426

David S Pasco
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH, RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACODYNAMICS, AND DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF THE CANCER DRUG DISCOVERY CORE - OXFORD CAMPUS OF THE UMMC CANCER CENTER
2043 THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dpasco@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7130
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Kenneth B Roberts
DEAN EMERITUS, SCHOOL OF PHARMACY, AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
1018 NPC
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kbrobert@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
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